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He stands alone in the stream, a silver thread, alive, tumbling and 
sliding in the soft morning light: around him the sights, sounds 
and smells of wilderness. Rod under his arm he carefully picks out 
a fly from amongst the neat rows, slides the fly box back into its vest 
pocket and ties on the small dry fly. Slowly, with poetic artistry he lifts 
the rod and flicks the line out, gently landing the fly upstream of the 
diminishing circles of the feeding trout – watching, waiting with taut, 
quiet anticipation as the fly bobs and twirls on the current.
 
It is a scene we as fly fishers know well, a fascination and pre-occupation 
as we try to entice the trout to our imitation intended to appear like 
a insect upon which the fish feed - knowing also that attracting the 
curiosity of the trout with an imitation not intended to mirror, but 
rather suggest or give the impression of the natural, is never predictable. 
Deception is enhanced by keen observation, understanding the way 
of the trout, their natural prey, behaviour, life-cycles and by creating 
an imitation incorporating qualities and distinguishing features 
recognisable to the trout through familiarity.

Fly fishing, not just for trout, is a multifaceted sport that will absorb 
you in its reality, it will take you to places of exceptional beauty, to 
explore, places to revel in the solitude and endless stimulation. Or, you 
can lose yourself between the pages of the vast literature on all facets 
of fly fishing, get absorbed by the history, the heritage, traditions and 
skills, be transported in thought to wild places, or cast to imaginary 
fish and gather knowledge. So often fly fishing is spoken of as an art 
form and having passed the half century of experience, I’m not averse 
to this view, just as I believe that flytying is inextricably linked to fly 
fishing, but is in its own right a craft, a form of artistry.

This book is a celebration of this artistry, the innovation, the talents 
of the originators and their vision of imagination, masters of the craft, 
but also of all the fly tyers of South Africa. They unselfishly share their 
thoughts and ideas, imparting their knowledge; discoveries, materials, 
techniques, patterns and the merging of these in their designs and 
creations. It is also perhaps not surprising that many are also talented 
in other forms of art, painting, sketching and photography.

INTRODUCTION
By Peter Brigg

Fly fishing, not just for trout, is a multifaceted sport that will absorb you in its reality, it will take 
you to places of exceptional beauty, to explore, places to revel in the solitude and endless stimulation.
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The tyers attach their own signature and style to their approach. Some 
favour a specific insect while the work of others covers artificials for a 
wider range of insects, or even base their patterns on traditional flies 
with a twist, continuously experimenting with the vast array of natural 
materials and modern day industrial synthetics. They are thinkers - 
always challenging, seeking new approaches and techniques, looking 
for features that are missing or that shouldn’t be there, to improve 
the imitation. Many have extended the limitations of the boundaries 
of the traditional materials, by innovating and adapting products 
manufactured for other purposes and creatively incorporating them 
into their fly designs. The debate around realistic versus impressionistic 
flies continues with the scale tipping comfortably towards 
impressionism incorporating salient features and evoking creatively 
the stages in the life-cycle of the insect, rather than those intended as 
a realistic duplication of the natural; they are there to appeal to the 
appetite and feeding instincts of the trout as much as to inspire and 
please their creators. I may be inviting a debate, but in my opinion, 
the perfect fly remains elusive and in fact may never be realized just as 
every question solicits an answer that almost always leads to another 
question. It is all part of our flytying history unfolding, constantly 
forming and worthy of recognition and preservation. Although these 
opening paragraphs refer entirely to trout and flies to catch them, it 
serves the purpose to indicate that that is where it all started. As fly 
fishing expanded into other disciplines so did the development of 
suitable fly patterns for the target species.

The use of artificial flies to deceive fish was first recorded at the end 
of the 2nd century when Roman Claudius Aelianus described the 
practice of the Macedonian anglers on the Astraeus River by saying 
“...they have planned a snare for the fish, and get the better of them 
by their fisherman’s craft …. They fasten red wool around a hook, and 
fit on to the wool two feathers, which grow under a cock’s wattles, and 
which in colour are like wax”.

Little was written on fly fishing after the earliest recordings until the 
book attributed to Dame Juliana Berners, The Boke of St Albans was 
published in 1496. It contained a Treatyse on Fysshynge with an 
Angle in which there are instructions on rod, line and hook making, 
dressings for various flies and the times of the year when they should 
be used. And, then there is a record dating back to the 15th Century 
of a manuscript held at the Bavarian Abbey of Tegernsee, which lists 
some fifty different fly patterns for catching various species of fish 
including salmon and trout.

Izaak Walton’s classic, The Complete Angler (1653), was recognized 
as probably the first true handbook on sport fishing; a celebration of 
the art and spirit of fishing in prose and verse. In 1676 his classic was 
expanded by the addition of a chapter by Walton’s friend, Charles 
Cotton. in which he listed 65 trout flies that also reflected a marked 
understanding about regional variations in fly patterns. This chapter is 
regarded as significant in the context of the progress and diversification 

of fly fishing and consequently, imitative fly design. However, the 
first book which dedicated complete sections to fly tying appeared 
in 1747, The Art of Angling, by Richard Bowker and is regarded as 
the first handbook on the subject. He provided a list of his own flies, 
suggesting a sound knowledge of entomology and even described his 
ideas on techniques of fishing, such as the upstream methods.

In the 19th century fly fishing on the slow, clear chalk streams of 
southern England like the famous River Test in Hampshire, F 
M Halford imposed his idiosyncratic view on dry fly fishing and 
established a following preoccupied with this single method approach, 
rejecting nymph and wet fly practices. Fly fishers needed to have flies 
that would float over the weed that typically grows close to the surface 
of these streams: a requirement that became the foundation for the 
construction of their beautifully tied dry flies imitating in particular 
the adult mayflies. It is understandable therefore that the purists were 
shaken to the core when George Edward Mackenzie Skues promoted 
the use of nymph and wet fly techniques in these streams, a method 
he expounded the virtues of in his two books, Minor Tactics of the 
Chalk Stream and The Way of a Trout with the Fly. Skues’ techniques 
were more readily accepted and popularly practiced in Scotland and 
northern England. W C Stewart, a Scotsman, was one such proponent 
of the wet fly and who published a book, The Practical Angler in 1857. 
Perhaps one of his better-known flies being the Stewart’s Black Spider; 
still used to good effect to this day. He also advocated the importance 

of replicating the insect’s size, form and appearance rather than to tie 
exact imitations; the same approach followed by modern day fly tyers.

The English colonialists who reached North America during the 18th 
and 19th Centuries, brought with them to their new land, knowledge 
and interest in fly fishing. By the end of the 18th century the sport had 
taken root in America. The explosion of interest saw the emergence 
of anglers like “Uncle Thad” Norris, Theodore Gordon, Edward R 
Hewitt, George LaBranche, and a cadre of others who not only fished 
the rivers of the Catskill mountains, but also made contributions to 
a distinctive, American style of fly fishing a tradition that established 
the Catskills as the “Birthplace of American Fly fishing”. 

Theodore Gordon inherited a British tradition of fly fishing, pondered 
over it, and then spawned a uniquely American school. It all began 
with Gordon settling close to the Nerversink River in order to tie his 
flies and fish in peace and quiet; an enigmatic character, taciturn and 
reclusive. He was secretive about his fly tying methods, almost to the 
point of paranoia. In 1890 American fly fishers were still wedded to 
the wet fly, including Gordon. However, unlike many of his fellows, 
he fished upstream, and he noticed that trout would often take the 
fly in the few moments that it floated at the beginning of the drift. 
This prompted him to write to F M Halford in England, who had 
released an avalanche of interest in the dry. Halford also sent Gordon 
a selection of dry flies, but he soon found that apart from the fact that 
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they were intended to imitate insects found in England, they were 
designed for the smooth currents of English chalk streams, rather than 
the rush and tumble of the Catskill rivers. He also solicited the help of 
another British fly fisher, G E M Skues. But, in the end Gordon began 
to design his own patterns, using stiffer hackles than his English flies. 
Probably his most famous pattern was the Quill Gordon, the fly 
that gave American fly tyers the confidence to break away from the 
shadow of the English school. Theodore Gordon also experimented 
with hair wing flies and developed the so-called “Bumble-puppies”, 

the predecessors of the buck-tail patterns, subsequently used so 
extensively. He had laid the foundation for the Catskill School, which 
eventually had a huge impact on the American fly tying. 

Skues, although a good dry fly fisherman, was not wedded to the 
single method approach and refined his nymph fishing techniques. 
Later in the 1900s well known fly fishers, Frank Sawyer and Major 
Oliver Kite who lived a mile or two from each other in Netheravon 
where Sawyer was keeper of the officer’s water on the famous Avon 

River, were keen observers of insect behaviour and advocates of the 
flies and techniques for nymphing. The Pheasant Tail nymph (PTN) 
is the fly most closely associated with Sawyer’s name while Kite wrote 
a book, Nymph Fishing in Practice (1963)

During the second half of the 19th century trout acclimatisation 
took place around the world with brown trout ova from hatcheries 
in Scotland and England and rainbows from North America being 
shipped to countries like Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and 
South Africa. In South Africa the introduction of trout into our 
waters initially in the then Natal and Cape Province, was mostly by 
Englishmen who had settled in the country. The efforts, often under 
very difficult and trying conditions, of men like A R Campbell-
Johnston, Lachlan MacLean, J D Ellis, and John Parker eventually 
paid off and many of our waters were first seeded with trout in 
the 1890s. In the late 1800s and first half of the 1900s fly fishing 
techniques and the flies used on South African waters followed almost 
entirely the British school; traditional flies like Invicta, March Brown, 
Teal and Green, Coch-y-bondhu, Greenwell’s Glory, Wickham’s 
Fancy, Adams, Alexandra, Iron Blue Dun and many more, dominated 
the scene. As far as can be established the Mooi Moth was more than 
likely South Africa’s first imitative indigenous pattern and reflected 
clearly the  British influences of the early 1900s. The fly is recorded in 
a number of publications commenting on fly fishing in South Africa, 
the earliest reference being in the Hardy Catalogue (BAS Printers 

Limited 1923) in an article titled Trout Fishing in South Africa. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to trace the originator of the 
Mooi Moth.  These early English influences progressively changed 
over time with the growth of all aspects of the sport in the USA. It 
is not difficult to understand therefore that since the 1970s there has 
been a decided swing in favour of the American approach. However, 
a decade later, new fly fishing techniques and in the context of this 
book, the introduction from anglers in Europe of beadhead nymphs 
(Roman Moser) and materials such as Cul de Canard (Marc Petitjean) 
have also had a significant impact not only on fly tying but also on 
some of our fishing methods.

Notwithstanding the roles that the British, Americans and later the 
Europeans have played in shaping our direction, we as South Africans 
have created some truly unique indigenous fly patterns for both fresh 
and saltwater fish species. It is this aspect that is the focus of this 
book; a chronology of these flies that by virtue of their innovation in 
design, materials used and tying techniques have helped shape and in 
some cases, change the thinking on fly tying in this country. It is also 
a visual celebration of these flies, the waters we fish, an introduction 
to some of the individuals in our fly fishing fraternity and originators 
of South African flies.
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In his book, Are Trout South African? (Picador, 2013) Professor 
Duncan Brown, Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University of the 
Western Cape, lists the early historical references to fly fishing in 
South Africa.

The first relates to Dr William Somerville fly fishing, albeit without 
success, for yellowfish in the Riet River, a tributary of the Vaal, in 1801.

Then, the acquisitions book of the South African Museum records 
the receipt of four specimens of Cape kurper on 17 December 1881 
“caught by H W Oakley and H Miller Oakley, with artificial fly in a 
vlei on Rondebosch flats”. 

In his invaluable book, Fishing the Margins (Platanna Press, 2005) 
Paul Curtis quotes Bertie Bennion (BB), author of The Trout are 
Rising in England and South Africa (John Lane, 1920): “Bennion 
writes that a Col. G Stanley had told him in London that when he 
(the colonel) was soldiering near Eshowe, South Zululand in 1883, 
he saw frequent catches of yellowfish taken on fly and that he himself 
had caught scalies.”

INDIGENOUS SOUTH AFRICAN FLIES - A CHRONOLOGY
by Ed Herbst

The feathers of the Kori Bustard were the constituents of what seems, 
by consensus, to be the earliest indigenous fly, the Kom Gou, a play 
on its Afrikaans name the GomPou.  It is a traditional winged wet fly 
with the tail, wing, body and hackle all made from Bustard feather.  
Bill Hansford-Steele, in his outstanding book, Fishing Flies for Africa 
(Struik 2009) dates it from 1855.

In April 1892, Graham Hutchinson caught a 12-inch brown trout on 
the Boschfontein stream in Natal and, a few months later, a 2lb 2 oz 
fish was caught by John Parker on the Bushman’s River on a March 
Brown. Parker was the first person to successfully import and stock 
trout in South Africa in May 1890.

But it was this introduction of brown and rainbow trout that provided 
the genesis of an indigenous fly pattern chronology.

While the brown trout (Salmo Trutta) is indigenous to the Atlas 
Mountains in Morocco, trout elsewhere in Africa were introduced 
during the colonial period in the continent’s history. During the 1860s 
trout and salmon ova were transported to Australia and New Zealand 

Inevitably the difficulty of obtaining traditional British fly tying materials led South African anglers 
to using the fur and feathers of local animals and birds...

in the refrigeration chambers of British ships trading with those 
countries. The success of this venture inspired South African anglers to 
approach the government for finance and by the late 1890s trout had 
been established in most of the mountain areas of the country.

Inevitably the difficulty of obtaining traditional British fly tying 
materials led South African anglers to using the fur and feathers of 
local animals and birds but the local flies which evolved from the turn 
of the century until the early nineteen fifties were all based on British 
winged wet flies and they were usually fished with heavy (six and 
seven weight) sinking lines.

The first imitative dry fly to be tied and fished in South Africa was 
probably the Mooi Moth which seems to have been used to imitate 
massive mayfly hatches, possibly Neurocaenis according to Bob Crass, 
on the Mooi River in Natal in the early 1900s. Jack Blackman cited 
its dressing as 

Hook Size 14 – 16
Tail  Blue Dun hackle fibres
Body  Stripped peacock quill
Wing Slips from a grey wing feather
Hackle Blue Dun

With South Africa being a British colony, fly fishing at the turn of 
the century drew strongly on the British heritage and tradition. Turn 
of the last century South African fly fishers favoured flies such as the 
Claret and Mallard, March Brown and even small versions of salmon 
flies such as the Durham Ranger and the Thunder & Lightning and 
the use of such flies endured until the mid-nineteen sixties.
There is consensus that this half century of stasis was due to the 
influence of Fred Bowker, who wrote two books A Trout Fisher in 
South Africa in 1922 and Trout flies in 1938. Bowker, who mainly 
fished the Eerste stream in Stellenbosch, Western Cape, was a fervent 
presentationist who fished the contemporary winged wet flies casting 
across and down and then retrieving slowly and smoothly. 
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Paul Curtis writes that Bowker set South African fly fishing back by 
decades. “Bowker completely ridiculed centuries of internationally 
accepted wisdom in ‘matching the hatch’ nor did he accept that colour 
played any role in the successful fly, nor indeed size. No, he reckoned 
that one size fits all, as long as it was a size seven (in those days the 
largest fly allowed by law) and he thought even that was too small.”

Bowker caught more than ten thousand trout on flies which did 
not resemble what he found in their stomachs and to prove that 
presentation counted for more than imitation he fished only a Size 7 
Invicta for the 1934/35 season with no decline in his catch rate.

The following year, to further prove his point, he designed the most 
garish fly that he could with available materials, the Mountain 
Swallow, which was the colloquial name of the European Bee Eater 
from which he derived the brilliantly coloured feathers used in the 
pattern. He fished it exclusively for a season, again without any 
decline in his catch rate.

Thirty years later, Cape Piscatorial Society members like Rudy Mayer 
were quoting Bowker’s dictum with approval in Piscator and fishing 
the Mountain Swallow with his trust and commitment.

In assessing South Africa’s recorded history of fly fishing, flytying and 
the development of indigenous fly patterns we are hugely indebted to 
Arthur Cecil Harrison who played a singular role in starting the Cape 
Piscatorial Society on 20 November 1931 and publishing its journal, 
Piscator, which was first published in March 1947. He was to edit it 
for 47 years.

He was born in Crouch End, London in 1890 and started fishing “as 
soon as they would let me” which was at the age of eight. In 1907, 
aged 17, he followed his father to South Africa and joined him in a 
typewriter business.

In World War 1 he joined the Dukes Own Rifles and, although badly 
wounded and shell shocked, he was one of the few officers to survive 
the battle of Dellville Wood.

In June 1960, the University of Cape Town conferred on him the 
honorary degree of Master of Science and, in his eulogy, Prof A V 
Cowan said: “Calmly, industriously, unostentatiously, for more 
than 50 years, Mr Harrison has enriched the world of learning as 
a freshwater biologist and piscatorial expert. His list of scholarly 
publications is long and impressive”.

In an obituary in Piscator after A C died in 1980, Dr Douglas Hey, 
the head of the Cape Department of Nature Conservation wrote: 
“Over a period of more than 40 years, Mr A C Harrison served 
the cause of inland fisheries and nature conservation in the Cape, 
working tirelessly on field surveys, drafting reports and legislation and 
editing publications. We in the Cape Province are indebted to him for 
a lifetime of service.”

As editor of Piscator, A C published two seminal studies of trout 
behaviour in small streams. The first in March 1953 was The Biology 
of Trout in Kenya Colony, the result of a four-year study by Dr Vernon 
van Someren on the Sagana stream on the upper slopes of Mount 
Kenya. The second, in June 1953, was A New Zealand Trout Stream. 
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Some Facts and Figures by K Radway Allen which was a study of the 
Horokiwi stream near Wellington in New Zealand.

In response, in  issue number 69 (Autumn 1967) A C published a 
study of the Dwars stream, a tributary of the Berg River which flows 
from the mountains between Stellenbosch and Franschoek.  It was 
packed with valuable information on trout food.

•  “Corydalid creepers occur in the stomachs of trout, particularly 
when they have been disturbed by spates and in autumn when 
they are probably moving from their stony haunts towards the 
river banks where they pupate in damp places.

•  “The strange-looking aquatic larvae of the Blepharocerids (Net-
Winged Midges) were a feature on boulders in well-aerated 
water in spring and when the water got lower large parties of 
the long-legged adults could be noticed on the same boulders, 
now half-exposed.

•  “At midsummer, swarms of snipeflies (Atherixandrogyna) 
appeared and congregated on large emergent boulders in the 
permanent stream, depositing masses of yellowish eggs above 
water on the downstream side of the rock where the grubs 
hatched and fell into the water.”

Despite the fact that there were repeated references in Piscator to mass 
hatches in spring of snipe flies, net-winged midges, blackflies and 
other aquatic insects, there was no significant move to tie imitative 

patterns. In the autumn 1961 issue of Piscator, Rudy Mayer wrote of 
just such a hatch: “Suffice it to say that I caught and released 126 trout 
from 3p.m. to 8 p.m. What made the trout go wild was a colossal 
hatch of those small brown flies which all of us have seen on occasion 
on the rocks in midstream. On that afternoon every rock and stone 
was virtually black with those flies”.

However, in the same article, Mayer says that all one needs are an 
Alexandra with a silver body, a Green Highlander and a Mountain 
Swallow, all large, gaudy wet flies.

In the March 1949 issue of Piscator A C wrote the first of a series 
of articles on Cape mayflies, dragonflies and alderflies which remain 
definitive to this day.

It was in Piscator that Alan Yates in issue number 41 (Summer 1957) 
wrote the first of eight articles on indigenous fly patterns.

With few exceptions they were winged wet flies, gaudy attractors 
that mimicked the salmon flies on which they were based and with 
the exception of the Walker’s Killer, they have all faded into oblivion  
- the King Butcher, Prince Charming, Friel’s Fancy, Musson’s 
Mephistopheles, Carter’s Pink Lady, the African Belle, Kerr’s Special, 
Swazi Queen, Katamayo Killer,  and others.

There were three interesting exceptions. The first two were beetle 
patterns by J Spanger Harrison which were described as “Beetle 
Attempting Flight” and “Beetle in Flight”.  As A K Best was to 
point out 46 years later, when a beetle ends up in the water, its 
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wings protrude backwards from under the wing cases by as much as 
25% of body length and to imitate this he tied his “Winged Beetle” 
with two hackle tips pointing backwards. Harrison used Golden 
Pheasant crest tips. Bill Hansford Steele has illustrations of both in 
his invaluable book, Fishing Flies for Africa (Struik, 2009).  We know 
nothing of Harrison other than (thanks to Paul Curtis) he came from 
Randfontein and contributed a chapter on fly fishing to a 1947 book, 
Langs die Viswaters by Flip Joubert and Joubert Louw.

The third interesting fly was Ricky’s Mole. It had a few hackle fibres 
for a tail, a black cock hackle and a black mole skin body. “The skin 
is prepared by cutting a suitable strip approximately one-eighth of 
an inch wide, which is tied in at the tail and wound evenly up to the 
head, the inner side of the skin lies against the silk foundation of the 
hook shank.”  (Piscator No 43, Spring 1958).

The fly was the brainchild of Guy D (Ricky) Ricquebourg of Eshowe 
in Natal and it was a truly original and ethnic design. It preceded by 
16 years a similar design by Charles E Brookes, the Assam Dragon 
– which used seal’s fur on the skin – and which was described in his 
book, The Trout and the Stream, (Crown Publishers, 1974). 
Forty years later, in East London, the late Harry Stewart was to 
substitute mink for the mole and marabou for the rooster hackle tail 
to create the Millionaire’s Taddy.

It was in the early fifties that South Africa’s most famous fly, the 
Walker’s Killer, was designed and tied. The “Killer” design - in which 
a series of feathers are tied vertically in a sequence on either side of 

the hook shank - had its origins in New Zealand. The most famous 
fly tied in this manner is the Mrs Simpson but New Zealand author, 
Keith Draper, in his book Trout Flies in New Zealand (A H & A W 
Reed, Wellington 1971) says the first person to tie flies in this style was 
Frank Lord of Rotorua who developed the Lord’s Killer about 1940.
Not surprisingly then, the Walker’s Killer was the product of a New 
Zealander, Lionel Walker, who fished the Tongariro River and Lake 
Taupo. In the nineteen forties he met and married a South African 
woman who had gone to New Zealand as a teacher. He and his wife 
Isabelle returned to South Africa where he remained until he died in 1964. 

What makes the fly unique is that it is made of 18 English partridge 
feathers tied in three vertical tiers of three feathers on each side of the 
hook shank - nine feathers on each side. This gives it a most desirable 
characteristic - it feels soft, resilient, plump and succulent. 

Since it was first introduced, the Walkers Killer has deceived tens 
of thousands of trout and its success is largely attributable to its 
resemblance to two of the staple constituents in the diet of South 
African trout - dragonfly nymphs and the freshwater crab. The crab, 
Potamonautes, is not found in the Northern hemisphere and also 
does not occur in trout streams in South America, Australia and New 
Zealand. It is however, an important seasonal constituent in the diet 
of trout and other freshwater fish in South Africa.

In the mid-sixties, while Lionel Walker’s fly was being fished with 
heavy sinking lines on rivers and dams elsewhere in South Africa, 
a professional musician from the English county of Yorkshire 
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was developing tactics on the fast, shallow and rocky crystal-clear 
mountain streams near Cape Town which would change the face of 
fly fishing in South Africa for ever. 

His name was Mark Mackereth and he was a bass player with the 
Cape Town Symphony Orchestra.  He fished a Pezon & Michel split 
cane rod with silk lines and was largely instrumental in introducing 
the up-stream  dead-drift, dry-fly technique - prior to his arrival the 
universal technique on rivers was to fish a sinking line  across and 
down or downstream  with a slow retrieve. He will best be remembered 
for the pattern he developed, the Caribou Spider, but his greatest 
contribution was the encouragement he gave to such young anglers as 
Tony Biggs and Tom Sutcliffe who went on to significantly advance 
the art of fly fishing and fly tying in South Africa. 

The Caribou Spider was the first fly tied to imitate the Lycosid  
Wolf spiders which do not build webs and hunt on stream banks 
which makes them vulnerable to trout. It was tied on Size 14 and 16 
hooks had a body of clipped caribou (reindeer) hair and a parachute 
hackle tied in the stem-loop parachute method. In this method (first 
described in Fly Tying Development and Progress by John Veniard and 
Donald Downs in 1972 and more recently in Fly Tying Methods by 
Darrel Martin (David & Charles, London, 1978) the base of the 
hackle feather is stripped of webbing, and tied in a loop on top of 
the hook shank. The feather is then wrapped, parachute-style around 
the loop using a Barlow Gallows Tool to hold the loop upright. After 
wrapping the parachute, the hackle tip is inserted into the looped 
hackle stalk which is then pulled tight, securing the feather in place. 

(The method is described and illustrated on page 201 of Martin’s book). 
The Caribou Spider, proved ideal for the Cape streams, floating like 
a cork through the roughest waters and, with its white body proving 
easy to see. It floated low in the water giving the fish an easy-to-see 
silhouette and, over the years, has remained a constant favourite. Like 
all successful flies it is now being produced commercially and shop-
bought versions have added hackle fibre tails and the parachute hackle 
wound round a post of red or yellow chenille which makes it easier to 
see than the version tied by Mark.

Tom Sutcliffe says that Mark was always on the lookout for spade 
hackles and when they travelled from Rawsonville to the Holsloot 
stream, he would pay farm workers to allow him to gently clip the 
best feathers from their roosters. They would keep a watch for the car 
in which Mark usually travelled and, by the time the vehicle arrived 
they would be waiting in serried ranks with the protesting cockerels 
held aloft for a barter system which satisfied everyone except the 
indignant fowls.

It was in April 1965 that another classic South African pattern, the 
RAB was named. The RAB is a large-hackled fly - what the British call 
a Variant and the Americans a Spider. The Variant, so-called because 
it had a hackle twice the normal size was invented by Dr William 
Baigent in North Yorkshire, England in the early 1900s. In America 
in the sixties, Art Flick made the Grey Fox Variant famous.

The late Al McLane described the Variant as the “one fly that a beginner 
or expert can use with complete confidence on most fishing days. If you 
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were to fish every day during that period of the year when trout rise to floating flies - using a spider or variant - you would catch your daily 
share of trout and probably hook some of the largest ones that will ever come to any dry fly. I won’t even make exceptions about where you do 
this fishing. Provided it is water with a normal fly-eating trout population, you are going to get a chance at every fish that wants to be caught 
and even a few who usually know better. Of all the trout flies, the one you can least afford to be without, is the spider. The spider is thought 
to imitate long-legged insects like the crane fly, spider or water strider. The fact that many, apparently selective trout will fall for a spider when 
nearly perfect imitations fail is important to remember.” The Practical Fly fisherman (Stoeger Publishing Company,1978).
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The RAB was the product of one of Mark Mackereth’s protégés, 
Tony Biggs. It is interesting from a structural point of view in 
that it has a herl body but unlike the normal procedure when 
herl is used (i.e. tied in by the tips and wound forward to give a 
gently tapered body), it is wound in by the butts and the tips are 
deliberately splayed all over the place to give the idea of a large 
insect such a dragonfly, damselfly or cicada sprawled helplessly in 
the water.

The herl used initially was from the glossy flight feathers of an 
Egyptian Goose which was chosen because it was shiny, tough and 
waterproof. In later years pheasant tail was also used.

For the rest the construction is basically that of a variant. Tony started 
evolving the RAB after he noticed that the more his Royal Coachman 
was torn apart by trout, the more he caught - so he decided to make 
the fly look like that from the start by deliberately tying it to look 
unkempt and untidy. The RAB follows the Coachman tradition by 
having two large hackles in the Coachman colours, first brown and 
then, in the front, a white one. 

The white hackle-fibre tail is tied longer than usual to balance 
the bigger hackles. The herl “legs” are tied in by the butts, twirled 
round the red thread and taken forward in two wide turns to leave 
a little red colour showing through. The herl legs are then spread 
apart with the thread. Before wrapping the hackles I delicately 
brush Ice Dub or one of the similarly reflective, ultrafine mylar 
dubbing materials onto the waxed thread. After wrapping the 

hackles, I tease these fibres out to mingle with the hackle fibres 
creating a broken-spectrum, impressionistic appearance. 

A large-hackled fly tied on a small hook parachutes gently to the 
water surface and if you see where a fly lands it is easy to follow 
thereafter. What the RAB design provides more than any other dry 
fly is movement. It responds nervously to every tug and push of the 
current, every stray breeze sets its hackle fibres and “legs” quivering. 
Its other advantage, I believe, is that with its large hackle and long 
feather-fibre “legs” it comes into the trout’s window a lot earlier than 
a fly of smaller dimensions would.

With an upstream wind the RAB is a delight to fish, responding 
beautifully to roll-casts. If the wind is blowing down-stream however 
it is best to try something else. Big-hackled flies can twist light tippets 
and the answer to this is to use the Surgeon’s Swivel knot which is 
illustrated in Art Lee’s book, Fishing Dry Flies for Trout on Rivers and 
Streams (Atheneum, New York, 1982)

The other original design to come from Tony was his Smalblaar 
Nymph, named after the Smalblaar stream in the DuToits loof valley 
between Paarl and Worcester in the Western Cape. It is very effective 
and a minimalist, attractor nymph if ever there was one. It has echoes 
of Stewart’s Brown Spider in that it consists of but two materials - red 
thread and Golden Pheasant crest. The red thread is wound down to 
the bend, the pheasant crest is tied in at the bend, wound round the 
red thread and taken forward in one and a half wide turns to the eye 
where it is tied off.
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The use of red thread, Tony told me, was inspired after reading 
NegleyFarson’s famous classic, Gone Fishing, which stressed the value 
of including red materials in the fly.

Five years after Tony Biggs invented the RAB, John Beams described 
in Piscator number 79 (Spring 1970) one of his patterns which, 
surprisingly, never endured. Snipe flies (Rhagionidae) are, at various 
times, found in dense clumps on the shadow side of stream side rocks. 
They hunt other insects and look like house flies but with an orange 
abdomen. In the catch return section of the Spring 1966 issue of 
Piscator, Geoff Godley wrote: “29:10:66  Rainbow male 12 inches., 12 
ounces on dry Wickham’s Fancy and one of 10 inches. Trout full of snipe 
flies which were massed on the rocks. About 25 rainbows were missed as 
they were rising at snipe flies on the water!”  

But the realisation that snipe flies could be a significant source of 
food had come much earlier. In his field notes of 10 November 1930, 
A C Harrison writes of swarms of these insects on the Dwars stream 
between Franschhoek and Stellenbosch: “A few days ago it was noticed 
that large boulders in the running water, but with perfectly dry tops, 
were black with swarms of these flies. This seems to have been a 
preparatory swarming, as they all rose in the air when disturbed.

“Today they were found on nearly every suitable rock for miles along 
the river. Now they could not be disturbed and most of those still 
alive could only crawl. Mating was taking place on the rocks and 
ovipositing was well underway. The eggs are laid on large boulders 
well above the water level and it seemed that the side of the boulder 

which faced downstream was always chosen. When first laid the 
eggs are yellow but soon become quite black, so that they have the 
appearance of black lichen on the rock.

“Dr K H Barnard identified these flies as Atherix androgyna Bezzi”.

What was surprising was that although fly fishers experienced massive 
hatches, there was no attempt to tie matching imitations. Rudy Mayer 
wrote of an experience on the Smalblaar in October 1941: “I caught 
and released 126 trout from 3 pm to 8 pm. Never in my life have I 
seen so many fish in so short a time. I started with a single fly and 
virtually every cast produced a fish: then I tied on a dropper and every 
cast produced a double and when I used two droppers, verily twice I 
netted three trout. What made the trout go wild was a colossal hatch 
of those small brown flies which all of us have seen on occasion on the 
rocks in midstream. On that afternoon virtually every rock and stone 
was black with those flies. Approaching carefully, I hit a cluster with 
my cap and in no time a few dozen were floating on the river. The 
trout then went wild and pandemonium broke loose amongst them.” 

There can be no doubt that this was a the mating and egg laying stage 
of the black fly, (Simulium) yet Mayer does not mention what pattern 
he was using and aside from John Beams’ imitation of the snipe fly, no 
attempt seems to have been made, at that time  to match these dipterans.

John’s snipe fly was tied on a size 16 hook. It had a butt of fluorescent 
yellow chenille, a body of dubbed fur (he used Water Mongoose) and 
a ginger or red/brown hackle. It was, he said, an attempt to closely 
mimic the Snipe Fly and, “… it takes an awful lot of fish.”

INDIGENOUS SOUTH AFRICAN FLIES - A CHRONOLOGY

Another of Mark Mackereth’s protégés was Tom Sutcliffe, South 
Africa’s most famous fly fishing author. Tom moved from the Cape 
Province to the province of Natal in the late sixties to join his friend 
John Beams to fish the dams in the foothills of the Drakensberg 
mountain range. These dams were regularly producing fish of between 
seven to ten pounds and the traditional way of fishing them was with 
a sinking line from the dam wall. Tom and John made floating lines 
and dry flies popular on local still-waters and John first developed a 
local version of the Woolly Worm in that it had a seal’s fur instead of 
a chenille body and the hackle was very sparse, with the fibres stripped 
from one side of the hackle feather.

But Tom is best-known for his famous DDD which was not unusual 
in its design but rather in its body material which was made with 
the spun and clipped fur of the Klipspringer (Oreotragus oreotragus) 
which is South Africa’s only antelope with hollow hair. Tom first tied 
it in November 1996 as a beetle imitation on the Umgeni River but it 
really achieved fame as a stillwater floater. He gave an example to his 
friend Bill Duckworth who regularly fished dams in the Dargle area 
of the Natal province and he started catching some huge fish on it. It 
was accordingly named the Duckworth Dargle Delight or DDD. It 
was originally tied on size 8 to 14 hooks with a brown hackle and tail 
and a body of spun and clipped Klipspringer fur. In this form it was a 
wingless local version of American deer hair flies  which evolved in the 
1930s such as the Irresistible tied by Joe Messinger of West Virginia 
and the Rat-faced McDougall popularised by Harry and Elsie Darbee 
in the Catskill Mountains of New York State. As Tom indicates 
elsewhere in the book, it became a truly indigenous South African 

pattern when his friend Hugh Huntley replaced the hackle and tail 
with Klipspringer hair. “What the trout take it for is anybody’s guess, 
but if you want mine, I’d say it represents a large terrestrial insect of 
sorts, most likely a beetle, grasshopper or moth”, Tom says.

I would rate the DDD as the most significant dry fly in the evolution 
of fly fishing in South Africa because it changed the course of dam 
fishing in this country. Previously dam angler would fish off the wall 
or wade until waist-deep before starting to cast their sinking patterns. 
Tom and Hugh Huntley were catching trout in water little more than 
knee-deep by casting the DDD ten metres back from the water’s edge 
with just a few feet of leader touching the surface of the dam.

In the ensuing years there have been numerous accounts of how, 
particularly on dams, this pattern made the difference between 
failure and success. 

Perhaps the most famous DDD story occurred when Sir Robin 
Renwick, British ambassador in South Africa during the P W Botha 
Presidential era, caught his biggest brown trout in the fabled dams in 
the Dargle area in the foothills of the Drakensberg mountain range 
in Kwa Zulu Natal. At my request, one of those present, Neil Hodges 
wrote the story for the 2011 issue of Piscator - “DDD Day at Inhluzane”

Early on the Monday morning, Sir Robin fished for an hour or so and 
then jumped into his car for the trip to Durban. He was still wearing his 
waders but his plan was to change at the consulate and then catch a flight 
to Cape Town. He parked his car next to Trophy Dam and walked over 
to say goodbye just as Hugh, his Orvis Limestone already rigged with a 
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DDD, spotted a big trout patrolling a circular beat alongside a weed bed 
and just next to a drop off.He handed Robin the rod as the big trout swam 
ever closer. The tension in the air was palpable. The trees grow close to the 
dam wall and the regulars have learnt that a slight wrist cant keeps your 
fly away from them but Sir Robin, as a newcomer, was not to know of 
such niceties. The fly was retrieved but the next cast lodged the fly firmly 
in Tom’s jersey.

By now the trout had turned and was making its way back towards us, 
turning slightly, right and left, as it sucked in hapless insects mired in the 
surface film.

Sir Robin’s third cast was right on the money, landing just centimetres in 
front of the advancing trout which sucked in the DDD with the studied 
nonchalance of a fish which was not only lord of its domain but which 
had been thoroughly duped.

Hugh Huntley had always advocated waiting until a rising trout had turned 
away before one struck and advocated saying “God save the Queen” to allow 
the requisite time to elapse before drawing home the steel.

Her Majesty’s envoy did not repeat this mantra but the fish was nevertheless 
firmly hooked and it reacted with an explosive leap which it then repeated 
twice more before racing away from us with a surge which had the reel 
handle spinning and the leader stretched taut.

There was bedlam as a cacophony of advice filled the air but Hugh, cool 

as the proverbial cucumber, deftly netted the big trout and administered 
the last rites. “We’ll get it mounted for you” he said and Sir Robin needed 
no second bidding, running down the bank, jumping into his car and 
heading towards Durban in a cloud of dust. He made the plane with 
only minutes to spare, fortunately not in his waders as he had had time to 
change at the British consulate in Durban first.

The trout was handed to me and I had it mounted before flying to Cape 
Town with the trout on my lap. I had firmly rejected the suggestion at 
the check-in counter that it be placed in the hold and my travelling 
companion certainly occasioned a lot of comment.

It was handed over at a lunch at the British Embassy in Bishopscourt 
and was to accompany Sir Robin in his subsequent posting to America as 
British ambassador to the Reagan administration and it now hangs in his 
office in London where he is vice chairman of J P Morgan bank.

In 1974 Bill Hansford-Steele used Keith Fulsher’s technique of creating 
bullet-head bucktail streamers to tie an extremely realistic tadpole imitation 
that he called “Steele’s Taddy”, an evolutionary path since explored by Alan 
Hobson of Somerset East with his platanna tadpole imitations. 

In 1982 Robin Fick developed his extremely effective imitation of an 
egg laying caddis, the White Death.

In 1986 another significant step forward in the evolution of indigenous 
patterns occurred with the development by Tom Sutcliffe’s best friend, 
Hugh Huntley, of the principle of using the eyes in a nymph as a 
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midges and blackfly adults and they are just part of the immense 
contribution that Europe has made to our fly fishing lives. While the 
British soft hackle history and the American Catskill tradition are 
acknowledged elsewhere in this book, they are dwarfed by the impact of 
flies like the goldhead nymphs introduced by Austria’s Roman Moser.

Back in 1988 Moser produced the first of an outstanding series of 
videos, Neue Wegemit der KocherFliege – subsequently produced with 
English commentary as New Ways of Fishing the Caddis.

One of the patterns featured a caddis pupa imitation with a brass bead 
at the hook eye and with leading writers such as Hans van Klinken 
in Europe and Malcolm Greenhalgh in the UK becoming enthusiastic 
converts, the die was quite literally cast. By 1990 a Birmingham fly 
tyer, Ian Warrilow was manufacturing the metal beads in 2mm and 
4mm diameters and by 1992 Orvis was promoting and selling them 
throughout the USA.

In Britain, Greenhalgh added the bead to traditional favourites such as 
the Hare’s Ear and Pheasant Tail nymphs and reported unprecedented 
success – including 42 grayling in a day using a bead head PTN on that 
most testing of chalk streams, the Wiltshire Avon.

The Cold War and the language barrier prevented fly fishers in English 
speaking countries from becoming aware of the innovations occurring 
in Iron Curtain countries such as Poland and Czechoslovakia. The 
catalyst was the World Fly Fishing Championship started in 1980 and 
the glastnost era in Mikhail Gorbachev’s Russia which enabled Eastern 
Europe countries to come in out of the cold. It was the World Fly 

Fishing Championships which in 1988 saw the Czech and Polish teams 
dominating the competition with their devastatingly effective, heavily-
leaded “Czech nymphs” and the short-line technique used to fish them. 
Those flies and those techniques have significantly improved catch rates 
on the Vaal River for yellowfish.

However, in my opinion, the contender for the fly of the twentieth 
century is the late Theo van Niekerk’s TVN Nymph because of its 
impeccable South African heritage, its originality of focus and, above 
all, the fact that it changed a mindset – that yellowfish could only be 
caught on bait. 

That most descriptive of Afrikaans words, “Baanbreker” (Pioneer) aptly 
describes Theo van Niekerk’s single-minded odyssey, his determination 
to crack the code that would make catching yellowfish on fly an 
everyday possibility. 

It took a long time and a lot of effort and the TVN, uniquely, was 
designed to imitate the fresh water mussels, Corbicula fluminalis that 
are so prolific in the Vaal River and the results were first revealed in the 
February 1985 issue of the magazine Tight Lines/StyweLyne.

Theo was an outstanding all-round angler who represented Northern 
Transvaal in both fresh and saltwater competitions and his greatest 
contribution was to change the negative mindset so prevalent up to 
the early nineteen eighties. He showed that yellowfish could be caught 
on fly and his success gave countless others the confidence to persevere 
and, eventually, to succeed themselves.

“hotspot” to catch the attention of trout. For many years anglers in 
Natal had used tiny loops of black Tuff chenille to represent the eyes of 
one of the staple foods of trout in Natal dams - the damselfly nymph. 
While tying flies one evening for the next day’s fishing trip, Hugh ran 
out of black chenille and used red instead. The next day Tom had a 
blank day and Hugh caught twelve good trout - good in Natal terms 
being from three to seven pounds. This led to the development of what 
became known as “Hugh Huntley’s Red-Eye Damsel” which is now 
tied and sold commercially in South Africa. Although the first fly had 
a dubbed fur body, the fur was later replaced with green marabou. It is 
normally tied on a 2-x long shank hook in sizes 8 to 14 and has only 
three materials, tying thread, green marabou and red chenille eyes.

A further development of this principle was Roger Baert’s Hover Dragon, 
a dragonfly nymph which instead of chenille for eyes uses green or red 
“Edge-Bright”, a plastic material which when cut, glows along the cut 
edge. This material is now considered to be superior to chenille as a hot 
- spot eye material. A thin strip is tied at right-angle to the hook shank 
behind the hook eye and the ends are folded inwards to form two 
loops which represent the big, bulbous eyes of the dragonfly nymph.   

Another indigenous fly to be developed in the early eighties was the 
G & B Low-Floater. It was developed on one of South Africa’s most 
demanding brown trout streams, the Witte, about two hours’ drive 
from Cape Town. It was based on a well-established and similar pattern, 
the Cooper Bug which was popularised by Gary Borger in his articles 
and books as The Devil Bug. To enable this fly to float better in the 
riffles of the fast, rocky, freestone streams of the Western Cape, Dean 

Riphagen utilised a bass bug technique to make the head of the fly much 
more substantial by “stacking” the deerhair, one layer on top of another, 
before clipping it into a cone shape. By flaring the hair the single bunch 
of deer hair at the head and then adding further bunches of flared deer 
hair, a very effective dry fly was created. Unlike traditionally hackled 
dry flies the G& B uses no hackle and does not ride above the water’s 
surface. Instead the pattern floats low in the surface film, presenting the 
trout with an unbroken, life-like body silhouette. The umbrella-shaped 
head provides a wide surface area and traps lots of air in the pockets 
between the hair to float the fly through the roughest water. Like most 
successful patterns it consists of very few materials. It is usually tied on 
size 14 and 16 light wire hooks and consists of thread, deer hair and a 
dubbed synthetic fur body, usually orange or chartreuse, which seems 
particularly appealing to local brown trout.

In 1984 I read French Fishing Flies by Jean-Paul Pequegnot and ordered 
some CDC which was dyed and of appalling quality. Stopping for 
lunch on the Holsloot I tied on a CDC fly and cast it onto a slack 
section of water near the bank that I never fished. I watched it out of the 
corner of my eye and noticed that even the faintest of breezes the fibres 
quivered. Suddenly the fly disappeared in a splash. Somewhat bemused 
I released the fish, dried the fly as best I could and cast it back into 
this slack, “unproductive” water. Once again it disappeared in a hefty 
rise but after releasing the second fish it was thoroughly sodden and I 
decided that CDC had no future in this country …

Today CDC patterns such as Darryl Lampert’s Hi-Vis Midge and Tom 
Sutcliffe’s Single Feather Midge ideally mimic small mayflies, mountain 
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FRED’S WOLF SPIDER
by Fred Steynberg

As a professional fly fishing guide I often find that, after a long day on 
the river, I have to replenish my fly boxes overnight in preparation for 
an early start on the next day’s trip. This requires flies that are, above 
all, successful fish catchers and, almost as important, are quick to tie.

One of my favourite patterns – because it is much favoured by my 
clients and trout alike - is a terrestrial insect imitation that combines 
the movement and seductive speckling of a parachute partridge 
hackle, with the gleam of a black or blue dun hackle tied beneath it to 
strengthen and support it. It also has a chunky silhouette that brings 
trout to the surface in both strong currents where they have little time 
to make a decision and in slow currents where they have a lot.

Trout on our freestone streams do not usually experience regular 
hatches and are, accordingly, opportunistic feeders that prey on many 
different aquatic and terrestrial insects.

If a client catches a fish of 14 inches or bigger when the weather is 
cold and the water temperatures are low, I will gently use a stomach 

pump to ascertain what it has been feeding on.

The idea of a fly to match the Wolf Spiders which are consistently 
prolific in our stream bank environments came about when I found 
the remains of one in a trout caught on the Bell River in Rhodes.

Spiders are not as plentiful as mayflies, midges or caddis flies, but when 
they are swept away by currents after landing up in the water, they 
will be taken as food.  The stomach contents of trout subsequently 
caught in Rhodes, Barkly East and Maclear have revealed signs of 
sporadic spider captures.

Arachnid imitations work especially well if tied and fished correctly 
to sighted trout in clear mountain streams. These patterns should be 
fished up stream on floating lines with long, leaders and 5x tippets 
that can turn over a relatively bulky fly. Spiders that fall into the water 
from streamside vegetation do not swim out of a current, but will 
usually wait until pushed onto some vegetation before climbing out 
of the water. Aquatic spiders, though, can run across the water with 

I have often been amazed at how gently spider patterns are sometimes taken and the reason for this can only be that the 
trout understand that the spider is vulnerable and unlikely to quickly and easily escape.

surprising ease. I have found that the best technique to imitate spiders 
in general is to gently present the imitation a metre or two upstream 
of the feeding trout.

I have often been amazed at how gently spider patterns are sometimes 
taken and the reason for this can only be that the trout understand 
that the spider is vulnerable and unlikely to quickly and easily escape.

Some species of spiders live and feed on the surface of the water. They 
are quick, extremely buoyant and agile and not as vulnerable as others. 
Even if accidentally pushed beneath the surface in turbulent water they 
always trap an air bubble that pops them back to the surface. Aquatic 
spiders even swim underwater, but all are recognised as potential prey 
by trout and they provide a very specific and tempting prey image.

To build a buoyant spider pattern that will be recognised as such  by trout, 
I use a soft foam body that can be cut from closed cell foam or, more 
conveniently, bought in pre-cut shape from distributors such as Wapsi.

The black Wapsi body – which has a tortoise-shell shape - is tied as an 
extended body at the bend of size 14 to 16 fine wire sedge hook such 
as the Tiemco 206 BL, the Grip 14723 BL, the Gamakatsu C13U 
or the Varivas IWI T-2000 Terrestrial. To make the fly more visible 
a white or brightly colored post is tied in slightly behind the hook 
eye to provide the support for the partridge and dun rooster hackles 
which will be wound around it, parachute style. This stands out and 
contrasts nicely with the black foam behind it.  I use translucent 
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enticingly into the water. The legs should be about 15 to 20mm long. 
After tying the fly, I pre-treat it with a water repelling floatant like 
Loon Hydrostop or Watershed and allow it to dry before putting it 
in my fly box.

The ideal feather for this application is found on the back or wing on 
Hungarian Partridge skins sold by Hareline and other distributors 
of fly tying materials. However, I buy my skins from Bill and Kathi 
Morrison of Bear Lodge Angler in the USA with whom I have dealt 
for many years.

Dressing
Hook Sizes 14 – 16 Grip light wire, up eye sedge hook
Thread 8/0
Body Wapsi B12S Foam Spider body
Thorax Black CDC dubbing
Wingpost Ethafoam
Hackle Blue dun or black rooster hackle tied in at the base of the 
post followed by a Hungarian Partridge feather above it

Author’s Comment: The most salient feature of this pattern is 
a parachute which combines a small rooster hackle beneath and 
supporting a partridge hackle, a development which, in its final 
iteration, I believe to be South African.

ethafoam packaging material although, if you find it difficult to follow 
on the water, you could substitute a brighter material. The thorax 
of the spider is lightly dubbed with black or brown CDC dubbing 
to add to the buoyancy of the fly. A black or dark dun cock ‘under 
hackle’, is first tied in around the post. This hackle should be sparse 
– no more than two wraps - and the fibres should be just longer than 
the gape measurement of the hook.

The legs of the spider are imitated with a brown Hungarian partridge 
hackle tied in by the butt and sparsely wrapped with a single turn 
around the base of the post and it is necessary to tie it in with the 
shiny side of the feather facing upwards so that the hackle tips droop 

I first saw this dual-hackle parachute combining rooster and game 
bird feathers in 2005 on Fred’s spider and on a Klinkhåmer-style 
emerger he ties.

In answer to my question, he said he had first seen it used by Tom 
Sutcliffe at an advanced fly fisher’s clinic he and Tom had earlier 
hosted in Rhodes.

The idea of a small, stiff rooster hackle behind a bigger one is attributed 
to Dr William Baigent of Northallerton in England who died in 1935 
aged 71. Baigent started using these flies around 1875 on Yorkshire 
streams and his idea was to create an illusion of movement.

I came across the term ‘halo hackle’ in the November 1984 issue of 
the British magazine, Trout Fisherman. It was in an article by John 
Ketley called, “Tyings to Test a Saint” and I was so intrigued that I 
distributed it to all my friends including Tom.
Ketley had modified Baigent’s idea by winding the smaller hackle 
through the bigger one to reinforce it. 

The first South African reference to the term came in an article - 
“The Halo Hackle – The Incredible Lightness of Being” - that Tom 
wrote for the first issue of The Complete Fly Fisherman magazine in 
November 1993.

“Wind the first (small) hackle up to the second and then suspend it 
temporarily at this point trapped in your hackle pliers. Pick up the 

second spade hackle and wind a single, full turn around the hook 
shank. Never be persuaded to make more than one turn, otherwise 
you destroy the very essence of the pattern and detract from its 
delicacy and movement. Tie off the spade hackle and wind the first 
hackle through and pass it to the eye where you can tie it off.”

He gave two dressings – one with two dun rooster hackles and one 
with a grizzly base feather and the other, bigger feather a guinea fowl 
neck feather – and it is the latter pattern that I would submit is the 
most significant because it was the first which, to my knowledge, 
combined stiff hackle and soft in the Halo Hackle format.

Tom was later to turn this combination into a parachute on a 
Klinkhǻmer-style emerger and it was this pattern, in turn, which 
inspired Fred Steynberg’s deadly Wolf Spider imitation.

Conventional shoulder (vertical) hackle dry flies which combine a 
game bird feather such as partridge with a rooster hackle have been 
around since the turn of the last century, if not earlier, in Britain and 
Europe. But, to my knowledge, Tom Sutcliffe is the first person to 
utilise this dual soft and stiff hackle principle in parachute flies and 
Fred Steynberg has adopted it to craft two outstanding patterns. 
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THE RAB – ORIGINS AND EARLY DAYS
by Tony Biggs

He closely examined the now disintegrating fly in the beam thrown by our car headlights, finally commenting that it needed a 
name and that, in his opinion, “Red-Arsed Bastard” would be appropriate. So there it is – and the name stuck.

“If you suggested that Tony Biggs tied the perfect fly, I might argue the point. 
But if you said he tied an effective fly, I would be with you every time.  

“In simple terms Tony is an impressionist fly tyer, shunning the Halfordian 
dogma of strict imitation, critical of the formal and stylised school of 
traditional wet and dry fly tying, regarding it all as a total waste of time 
and effort. His fly box contains none of the orthodox patterns but rather 
an array of caterpillar-like creations that are all unlisted, unnamed and 
very individual. ”Tom Sutcliffe,”The Magic of the Biggs Fly”, Piscator 
102, Winter 1978.

The initial concept of the RAB, aside from being based upon the 
marrying of myriad observations of both water-borne and terrestrial 
life forms, was triggered by the remains of a much-used, heavily-
battered and disintegrating bivisible dry fly. It was the sole survivor 
from a batch of my first serious attempts at fly tying.

This entity, despite the collective efforts of numerous trout to 
annihilate it, continued to produce results. The more fractured and 

bedraggled its appearance became, the better it worked. So much for 
the argument for exact imitation!

Eventually this “enigma” was retired and for some years it enjoyed 
pride of place on the top left pocket flap of my fishing vest. A more 
sorry excuse for a fly would be difficult to imagine with its unravelling 
red thread and disintegrating hackles. These straggly ends provided 
the initial thoughts on the inclusion of “legs” in the tying of the RAB.
There is not a great deal more to add on this score apart from the oft-
relayed detail of how the fly eventually gained a name.

The event occurred in April 1965 on the Smalblaar stream in 
DuToit’s Kloof between Paarl and Worcester.  I had been fishing 
in the morning and early afternoon in the company of Mark 
MacKereth and another angler. At about 4pm we split up and Mark 
and his friend decided to fish the stretch between Donkergat and 
Cathedral pools. Up till then the fishing had been poor with the 
three of us collectively catching few fish.
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I decided to head up the road and fish the stream where it flowed 
past the hotel, a hitherto untested stretch, and it turned out to be 
a revelation. The as yet un-named fly certainly worked its magic, 
resulting in a memorable few hours of incredible fishing.

Upon returning to the spot where we had agreed to meet, I was 
surprised to learn that my companions had enjoyed little success. 
Mark then enquired about the fly I had been using, implying that 
it had to be the fly rather than the skill of the angler that explained 
the disparity in our catches. I explained that it was, as yet, nameless.  
He closely examined the now disintegrating fly in the beam thrown 
by our car headlights, finally commenting that it needed a name and 
that, in his opinion, “Red-Arsed Bastard” would be appropriate. So 
there it is – and the name stuck.

The use of the fly’s abbreviated name first appeared in print thanks 
to the late A C Harrison, the founder of the Cape Piscatorial Society 
and then the editor of its annual journal, Piscator. Later, when asked 
what the letters RAB stood for he replied that they meant “Rough and 
Buoyant” which some might say was an adequate description of the 
fly. In those more conservative and formal times this was probably a 
wise decision as the use of the fly’s full name would undoubtedly have 
provoked an adverse response.

The initial use of the fly was largely confined to the Western Cape 
streams such as the Elandspad, Smalblaar, Molenaars, Witte, Witels, 
the Stellenbosch Dwars and the Ceres Dwars. Thereafter anglers 

started using it in Natal, Transvaal and the Eastern Cape where it also 
enjoyed a measure of success. Soon, variations of the RAB with their 
allied innovations also entered the fray.

Random thoughts on the RAB:
•  In essence the RAB is an impressionistic form of tying.
• Seldom are any two flies tied alike in appearance, even when 

identical materials are used.
•  I attempt to use natural material, when available, in tying these 

flies i.e. silk, feathers and hair.
•  My preferred materials are: red silk thread (Pearsalls), spade hackles 

– the front hackle (a sighter) is white/cream. The rear brown/ginger 
hackle should have barbules that are 25-50% shorter than those 
on the front hackle – apart from the colour variation, the darker 
and smaller feather at the back supports and buttresses the longer 
front hackle and also the feather fibre “legs” which are wrapped 
through the rear hackle and progressively splayed.

•  The number of hackle turns varies from one for the white front 
feather to 2/3 for the darker rear hackle and this depends on the 
type of water being fished – heavier flows demand more hackle 
turns to increase buoyancy.

•  A variety of materials has been used for the “legs” including 
the glossy and iridescent primary wing feather on an Egyptian 
Goose, pheasant tail, Blue Crane and squirrel tail but they should 
be as light and airy as possible.

•  The average length of these legs is 2.5 cm but, on bigger hooks, 
I have used them as long as 6-8 cm.

•  The addition of wings is another consideration. Ideally they 
should be blue dun feathers about an inch long and tied in the 
horizontal “spent” position.

Dressing
Hook Size12 -18 light wire
Thread 8/0 - 16/0 pre-waxed, red.
Tail White or cream hackle fibres. I use between three and 12 
depending on the hackle density used.  The tail is approximately 
double the hook shank length to balance the hackle.
Body/Legs  Egyptian goose, cock pheasant tail, or Blue Crane 
herls, wound through with red tying thread.
Hackle White in front of ginger/brown – two to four times hook gape. 

Author’s Comment: When I first started fly fishing in Cape Town in 
the early eighties I was privileged to have Tony as my mentor. 

In the article quoted at the head of this chapter, Tom Sutcliffe 
wrote: “Looking at a catch return in the summer 1966 Piscator, we 
read a reference to his use of the ‘Rough and Buoyant’ fly, a name 
that described almost any of his dry flies. Later on, an entry dated 
24/3/67 reads: ‘Twenty-five rainbows of size, fish in good condition, 
the largest 1lb. 2ozs. All taken on dry flies, RAB, Black Spentwing 
and Wickham’s.’ Heady days those on the Smalblaar and Tony Biggs, 
more than anyone, was making the right fly for those conditions just 
that much better.”

In an article, “Origins of the RAB” (Fly fishing no 19, 1992) Tony 
wrote that MacKereth had given him a palmered dry fly ribbed 
with pink lurex which he dissected and copied and the replicas he 
subsequently tied were sold to keep him in beer money.

His use of red thread was based on his readings of NegleyFarson who, 
in his book, Going Fishing, recommended red as a killing addition to 
any fly.

“Other materials which were used in the tying of the RAB, such as the 
bivisible white and brown hackle combination were chosen purely as 
an optimum sighting factor. The white hackle fibre tail created a colour 
balance. Apart from looking good, the dark butt section and the ‘legs’ 
were formed by tying in 4-5 fibres (the ones with the iridescent, dark 
green hue) from a primary wing feather of an Egyptian Goose.

“At the time of the first tying I considered the use of these ‘legs’ in the 
design of the fly the single most important concept.

“I  had come to this endeavour with a completely uncluttered and 
open mind. Here was an area where, in giving rein to the imaginative 
and creative instincts, great things might be accomplished.”
An example of that clean slate approach by Tony was that he completely 
reversed the conventional way of using herls to create the body of a 
dry fly. The usual method is to tie the herls in by the tips at the bend 
of the hook and then to wind them forward to the area where the 
hackles are tied in. This creates a tapered body which imitates the 
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abdomen of the mayfly. Tony tied the herls in by the butts which 
enabled him to use the splayed tips of the fibres to create the ‘legs’.

In an email, Cape Town split cane rod maker, Stephen Dugmore, 
wrote: “I can’t quite put my finger on what makes Tony Biggs’ flies 
so special - they really do just work so well. I think it has a lot to do 
with choosing the correct stiffness of the hackle. The hackle has stiff 
enough points that it stands well out of the water but not so stiff that 
it becomes rigid. My problem with Coq de Leon for RABs, which 
is great in most other respects, is that it is just a little too soft. The 
first drift is often fine but on the next the hackle tends to buckle a 
little and the fly sags a bit onto the water. I firmly believe that it then 
becomes that little bit less enticing. Ideally you want a RAB to sit so 
lightly on the water that it can easily skate and dance over the surface. 
Tony’s RABs do just that.

“I think the other thing about Tony’s RABs is that he manages to 
balance them perfectly - the placement of the hackle and the quantity 
and length of the tail is spot-on. A test for me of a good RAB is when 
you drop it from a height, it should drift down and land upright. 
Tony’s almost invariably do. So often a not-so-good RAB lands hook-
eye down.
 
“Interestingly Tony doesn’t use a bobbin to tie. He simply snaps off a 
length of thread sufficient for the fly and then hangs a pair of hackle 
pliers onto the end of it. After hand whip-finishing he then snaps the 
remaining tag off. Scissors are used sparingly.”

The disadvantage of such patterns is that while they present like 
thistledown when the breeze is upstream, when the wind is in your 
face they are not an option. Secondly, they twist light tippets. One 
way to counter this is to use the Orvis Big Eye dry fly hook in 
conjunction with a stop knot like the Surgeon’s Swivel which enables 
the fly to rotate around the tippet, thus reducing the twist. Or, it is 
just as effective fished downstream.

Does the RAB imitate anything? Some think that trout take it for a 
spider or a crane fly. I think what is far more likely is that fish see it 
as a dragon or damsel fly. On the trout streams near Cape Town both 
are prolific and have a very high-profile presence. The dragonflies dart 
constantly about over the water, sometimes dipping down to take an 
insect close to the water and many anglers have had them take their 
flies. I have often seen them fly down and dip their abdomens into the 
water which is probably an egg laying procedure. The damsels hover 
more delicately around streamside vegetation.

Once, on the Twentyfour Rivers stream near Porterville, I saw a trout 
leap out of the water after a dragonfly perched on a twig overhanging 
the stream surface. I have often seen trout splash at dragonflies 
hovering close to or touching the stream surface and I am convinced 
that they see these large, colourful insects, track them and would take 
them if they could. 
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THE CRANE FLY
by Peter Brigg

I started fly fishing in the 1950s at the age of six years, but only 
developed an interest in tying flies in the late 1980s when I purchased 
a basic fly tying kit from Roger Baert of the Flyfisherman store in 
Deane Street, Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu Natal. It came in a small 
pine box with a mix of basic materials, a few tools and it included 
a copy of Tom Sutcliffe’s first fly tying instructional booklet, 
“Introduction to Fly Tying”. I took it up because I liked the thought 
that it appeared as John Gierach said in his book Good Flies, (Globe 
Pequot Press, 2002) “…artistic, frugal, self-reliant and in a quaint 
naturalistic sense, even scientific”. I expected I’d quickly learn 
the craft and master the techniques, move on and come up with a 
stunning selection of beautiful flies that would fool trout anywhere 
and at any time. I even believed that the more complicated the fly 
to tie the better it would be and that I’d go on to discover a pattern 
that would propel me to celebrity status. But, the reality was a far cry 
from my early expectations and my first fly tying attempts were rather 
poor. I recall thinking that the flies looked good but, in retrospect, 
I realised as my skill and knowledge expanded, that they were too 
rigid, bulky and seldom floated or drifted naturally. Experience has 

shown that fish seem to prefer impressionistic patterns that emphasise 
the predominant features of an insect, mimic its behaviour and give 
the fly life in a sparse buggy form with purposeful imperfection. In 
designing flies and fishing them, one must not be influenced by the 
human’s manner of perceiving, but rather to try to look at it as the 
fish would – in other words, through the eyes of the fish. What I did 
learn along the way was that a stealthy approach, accurate cast and 
decent drift - in other words, presentation - was more important than 
a perfectly tied fly, but of course without a fly the job of catching fish 
would be incomplete.

My fly fishing and fly tying have been influenced by some of the 
contemporary experts both locally and internationally. The word 
‘experimental’ kind of sums up my fly tying and I like to think that it 
embodies both innovation and creativity. I like to try new ideas for 
patterns or modify and improve existing ones, not that I’m always 
successful at it but it does bring me enjoyment and rewards if I get 
it right. I’d also class myself as predominantly a traditionalist in the 
use of materials and I choose natural furs and feathers for most of 

From an artistic point of view, flies should have a sense of balance about them and 
be correctly proportioned to imitate the naturals. 
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my flies. However, the vast array of synthetics available today has 
expanded the fly tyer’s horizons and, where appropriate, I use them 
subtly to provide colour, shine, translucency or movement. 

Flies, I believe, have a meaningful point of contact with nature and 
reflect the tyer’s view about this connection. They may even give an 
indication of what the angler enjoys in fly fishing. I have spent a large 
percentage of my life hunting trout – not just pursuing them but 
also trying to understand their behaviour. I like to think that this has 
enabled me to look for different ways to tie a more effective fly and to 
choose materials according to what I know they are capable of doing 
and importantly, how they are likely to appear to the fish.

From an artistic point of view, flies should have a sense of balance 
about them and be correctly proportioned to imitate the naturals. 
They should be durable and constructed as simply as possible, while 
at the same time ensuring that they retain salient features of the 
insect that will give an impression of life. From the scientific aspect, 
imitations emphasise specific anatomical features of the natural - 
colour, shape, size, legs, feelers, wings, transparency and the insect’s 
natural bio-luminescence;  the use of carefully selected materials 
provide movement that triggers the trout to feed. Therefore the design 
of a fly requires a comprehensive understanding of the life cycles and 
behaviour of the insect; where it is found, how it moves and when 
is it likely to be active. Very little is entirely new in fly tying today 
and claiming ownership, to say the least, is precarious. Today, most 
so-called ‘new’ patterns are an assemblage of parts of existing flies 

like grafting parts of one fly onto another, use of different materials, 
colours or perhaps, hackling style. Not that this is a bad thing because 
sometimes changes mean improvements that have helped extend the 
life of the old pattern well beyond its prime.

I first tied the Crane Fly in 2010, really just for the hell of it rather 
than to consciously have a suitable imitation in my fly box. Before 
this I’d done some research on Crane Fly patterns without finding 
anything that piqued my interest. Most were big, with heavy knotted 
pheasant tail fibre legs and extended bodies – just not my style. 
These delicate, gangly insects that display a distinctive, erratic flight 
behaviour are not common on our waters, and when they are in 
evidence it is seldom in any significant numbers. I have, however, 
come across them from time to time and occasionally have seen 
them trapped in the surface film, struggling hopelessly to avoid the 
inevitability of drowning or becoming a food item. On the opening 
day of the river season in 2011 on the Bushmans River in KwaZulu 
Natal, for some unexplained reason there was a proliferation of these 
insects around the stream and on the water. The trout were feeding 
freely on the easy prey. This experience prompted me to take the fly 
more seriously and make some improvements to the original, finally 
settling on the pattern described here. It has subsequently become 
one of my signature flies embodying the characteristics and elements 
described earlier. I fish it not just when these particular insects are 
around, but use it as a searching pattern because of its generic, buggy 
insect-like appearance. Interest in the imitation has even extended 
to other creatures. On one occasion I was surprised by a large Blue 

Emperor dragonfly that aggressively attacked the fly as it gently floated 
down towards the water on the forward cast. It hung on until it was 
eventually persuaded to let go and could be safely released – it had 
clearly taken it for a succulent prey item – perhaps an endorsement of 
the appeal of this wispy little imitation?

Crane flies belong to the order Diptera, and the one imitated here is 
intended to represent Nephrotoma antennata, a medium-sized insect 
with a wingspan of approximately 25mm, a predominantly brownish 
or tan abdomen and a thorax with a few black markings. However, 
tied in different colour combinations and size to match the naturals, 
the fly could easily be fished as an imitation of other insects such as 
a net-winged Midge in a dark brown or black. It is only the adult 
stage of the crane fly that has any real interest as an imitation for 
the fly fisher, particularly from September to April. The larvae live in 
the subterranean realm, thriving in the moist soil and leaf litter, near 
but not in streams, before moving to drier, stable terrain ahead of 
pupation and emergence as an adult. Adult crane flies are most prolific 
in two ecosystems - small streams with dense overhanging bank-side 
vegetation and along streams with heavily grass-lined banks. Their 
activity usually peaks as the shadows lengthen towards evening on 
calm, warm summer days. When fishing the Crane Fly I like to dead 
drift or skate it close to the banks and under over-hanging vegetation 
where the fish are most likely to have encountered the natural before. 
It is a delicate fly and is best fished in calmer runs and pocket water 
rather than the rough and tumble of riffles.

FLY DETAILS The tying sequence is the same as the order of the 
material list below. The legs are the unusual tying process in this fly. 
They are tied as the first step behind the eye with tips facing forward 
and so that the individual hairs can be manipulated between thumb 
and forefinger more or less evenly around the shank. After completion 
of the thorax, the legs are bent over the wings, pushed back and held 
in that position by forming a head with tying thread behind the eye 
to finish the fly.

Hook Varivas 2200 BL size 14 - 16
Legs 8 to 10 gray fox guard hairs (alternatives – squirrel and 
jackal).
Wings White Z Lon or Antron.
Hot spot Red DMC embroidery thread No. 4015 (Optional)
Abdomen Tan turkey biot.
Thorax Yellow/light brown dubbing.
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HOBSON’S ORIGINAL TADPOLE AND PLATANA
by Alan Hobson

Growing up on a farm in the Karoo I learnt the benefits of patience 
and observation and it kindled a desire to understand the magnificence 
and mystery of nature. This, combined with the enthusiasm of my 
father, whose every spare moment was devoted to whatever form of 
angling and fish species was available - laid the foundations of my 
insatiable thirst for knowledge. The angling memories that we shared 
as a family constantly remind me of the meaning of life, hence my 
ambition to turn my passion into my business. This journey has been 
largely self-taught so the influences of reading books and magazines, 
of surfing the internet and meeting and fishing with others who share 
this passion, provide the inspiration and mould my thinking.

In life we constantly strive for moments of perfection and the art of fly 
tying and fly fishing offers those opportunities all the time. Gathering 
nature’s clues, whether one is designing a new fly pattern or at the 
water’s edge fly fishing is, for me, like a crime scene investigation  - 
putting all the puzzle pieces together and  working it out. If success 
results then the sense of achievement is immense and if you can share 
it with others it becomes even more precious.

Nature has the knack of keeping it simple but we, as fly fishers, are 
often guilty of complicating things. This is how I try to approach 
both fishing and tying. Matching the hatch, reading the conditions 
and, more importantly, understanding them so that one fishes with a 
purpose, is the essence. The fact that there are so many variables and 
that no day or experience is the same, stimulates me to constantly 
look for a slightly different angle and that is why this sport consumes 
me. My fascination for tying realistic flies has driven me to make 
silicone moulds of insects and to create unsinkable dry flies by using 
micro balls of glass filled with air. 

Living in the Karoo and trying to promote its unexpected and largely 
unexploited  richness as a fly fishing destination inspires me every day. 
Learning to successfully fish these diverse waters and consistently fooling 
several species by developing and tweaking fly patterns gives me a rush 
and reaffirms my decision to leave the Johannesburg rat race behind.

Hobson’s Original Tadpole- also known as the HOT Fly - is an imitation 
of the tadpole stage of the platanna, Xenopus laevis - commonly known 

Gathering nature’s clues, whether one is designing a new fly pattern or at the water’s edge fly fishing is, 
for me, like a crime scene investigation  - putting all the puzzle pieces together and  working it out.

as the African Clawed frog - which occurs prolifically throughout the 
freshwater environment in Southern Africa.

The ability of the platanna to adapt to localised conditions makes it 
one of the most significant food sources for trout in our dams. Their 
instinctive urge for survival means they are very adept at breeding at 
every opportunity, usually after heavy rains, be it winter or summer. 
If the water they inhabit dries up, they simply bury themselves in the 
mud until it rains again. The female lays up to 1 000 eggs at a time 
and can repeat this every month. Metamorphosis from a tadpole into 
an adult frog takes 49 to 64 days. Good rainy seasons could mean a 
constant supply of many tadpoles throughout the year. Here in the 
Eastern Cape, sighting shoals of tadpoles, much like schools of marine 
baitfish, is very common. When trout move in on the shoal the water 
erupts as the tadpoles scatter to avoid being devoured. The platanna’s 
cannibalistic behaviour, feeding on any living thing, including their 
own, contributes to their growth rate and survival. Adults can reach 
130mm and the tadpoles in our dams at the advanced stage of 
development with a tail and legs can be just as big. Anglers are often 
fooled into thinking there is a rise on a dam, when in fact it is the 
platannas feeding on hatching insects.

When stocking waters with fry one needs to be mindful of the fact 
that the platannas will feed on them. If there is a healthy platanna 
population in a dam, then the preferred size of trout for stocking 
should be 70mm fingerlings or yearlings, rather than fry, to ensure 
higher survival rates. 

The platanna anatomy allows them to practise exceptional predator 
avoidance strategies. The well-developed back legs and small front 
legs with tiny claws enable them to jump and swim both forwards 
and backwards. They have a speckled, greyish upper body and white 
under body. When danger is sensed, they dive for the muddy bottom 
and use their front claws to throw mud and sand over themselves to 
remain camouflaged. In the early stage of their life the tadpoles feed 
on plankton and Daphnia, commonly known as the Water Flea.

When my wife, Annabelle, and I started the Angler and Antelope 
guest house in Somerset East in 2005 I created a water feature, not 
only to make the garden more attractive, but also so that I could use 
it to study aquatic animals. My observation of the platannas which 
I had introduced was fascinating. Much of their diet consisted of 
emerging chironomid pupae and they would hover in the surface 
film, absolutely motionless and legs apart, so as not to frighten their 
prey. This is the behaviour which you must mimic when you fish the 
adult frog pattern – incorporating pauses in your retrieve.

The HOT Fly tadpole imitation evolved over several years of 
researching the stomach contents of trout caught in Karoo dams. Both 
tadpoles and adult frogs were consistently found. The triggers are the 
multi-coloured marabou tail which incorporates blue Flashabou and 
the orange wool at the bend of the hook. The wool represents the 
orange abdominal organs which can be seen through the transparent 
belly of the tadpole. This wool also prevents the tail from wrapping 
around the hook shank.  The third trigger is the white under belly 
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and the black upper body. The black bead at the eye of the hook 
plays a critical role in mimicking the movement of the tadpole. The 
weight of the bead just behind the hook eye results in the front of 
the fly dropping when there is a pause in the retrieve.  As the front 
of the fly drops, the marabou tail moves upwards and this provides 
a natural swimming action. The best retrieve combines a long, slow 
pull while simultaneously bouncing your index finger against the line 
which activates the tail as the fly ascends. A pause of several seconds 
between strips is advised because the tadpole seldom swims very far. 

Dressing 
Hook  Grip 12804 size10
Thread  Veevus E01 8/0 black
Bead  2.8 mm Black Nickel

Abdominal organs  Orange wool tied in at the hook bend and 
beneath the marabou tail
Tail Three layers of marabou - twice hook shank length – with white 
on the bottom, tan in the middle and black on top. Two strands of 
blue Flashabou are tied between the bottom and middle layers.
Body - Cactus Chenille (Large Pearl Hareline CCL 284) coloured 
on top with a black permanent marker

NB: Should you want to tie a smaller tadpole then use a Grip 12804 
size 12 hook with a 2.4 mm black nickel bead and medium Pearl 
Cactus Chenille for the body.

Authors Comment: The HOT Fly is producing fish all over South 
Africa and all over the world. Visitors to the Angler and Antelope fly 
shop in Somerset East in the Eastern Cape have bought the fly for 
friends and family in the U.S.A., New Zealand and Australia and the 
feedback has been enthusiastic. It has a cult following at trophy dams 
such as Thrift in the Winterberg near Tarkastad. During the 2012 
Queenstown Fly Fishing Festival it produced three trout of over 5 
kilograms. In the Maclear region it is often fished downstream in the 
deeper pools of the rivers. It is producing similar results at Lakenvlei 
Dam near Ceres in the Western Cape and this does not surprise me. 
Dean Riphagen, author of the definitive book Stillwater Trout in 
South Africa (Struik, 2004), says he has caught trout approaching 5 
kilograms in several dams in the Koue Bokkeveld area of the Western 
Cape which have been so stuffed with platanna tadpoles that they 
literally poured out of the mouth of the fish like soup. 

Hobson’s Platanna
This is an imitation of the adult frog, but a small one, as platannas can grow to the size of your hand. 

For the front legs use three strands of black and three strands of white ostrich herl knotted together and tied in behind a 4mm black bead.The 
black ostrich herl must be on top and the white below.
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The body is made by combining pearl Crystal Chenille with a 
black zonker strip cut very thin and winding them towards the 
hook bend. The hair of the zonker strip is longer than the fibres 
of the Crystal Chenille and the fur on the bottom of the hook 
shank is trimmed away. 

To create the oval silhouette of the frog I use two guinea fowl feathers 
tied in by the quills, one on top of the other and with the shiny side 
facing upwards. They are attached behind the bead at the start of 
and on top of the body. Mottle the white spots on the feather with 
a light brown or tan permanent marker to more closely approximate 
the colour on the frog’s back. 

To imitate the hind legs of the frog, I then tie a pine squirrel zonker 
strip on either side of the hook shank pointing backwards in a ‘V’ 
shape. The fur side of the zonker strip must be on the outside. To keep 
the legs apart I tie in at the bend of the hook some natural sheep wool 
about the width of a pencil. This flares slightly outwards from the tie-
in point and helps separate the zonker strips.

If the fly is retrieved using a double strip, it imitates the front and 
back legs doing the breast stroke swimming action of the frog.  
The pale inner side of the zonker strips exactly mimics the leg colouring 
of the adult frog and I believe this to be a significant trigger.

The Hobson’s Platanna is an evolving pattern and, as a possible 
replacement for the 4mm bead, I am currently experimenting with the 

small, (1.3 gram) brown Sculpin Helmet made by the Flymen Fishing 
Company in the USA. This more closely mimics the flat, triangular 
head of the platanna and correctly places the very prominent eyes on 
top of the head.

Dressing
Hook  Gamakatsu B10 S Stinger Hook
Thread  Veevus E01 8/0 black
Bead  4 mm black
Front legs Three strands of black and three strands of white ostrich 
herl knotted together with the black above and the white below
Body Cactus Chenille (Large Pearl Hareline CCL 284) combined 
with a narrow strip of black zonker fur and palmered to the bend 
of the hook. Clip the fur at the bottom of the body level with the 
Cactus Chenille.
Back  Two guinea fowl feathers mottled with a light brown or tan 
permanent marker and tied in on top of the body.
Hind legs  Pine squirrel zonker strips with the tanned leather side 
facing inwards. Separate the legs with a tuft of natural, unwashed 
sheep’s wool tied in at the bend of the hook.
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I have always maintained that the most successful flies are those tied within sight and sound of the sea. 

DOG’S BREAKFAST
by Maxi Holder

Lefty Kreh once wrote “Flies are at the heart of the sport”. I’m sure 
many of you have experienced that ‘gut feeling’ when you know that 
the fly you’ve just removed from your vise is about to reward you for 
your efforts!

Fly tying has always been an integral social function on fly fishing 
trips. I recall wonderful times with friends claiming a spot around the 
battered camping table for their vise and supply of flytying materials.  
Ideas would be exchanged freely along with good-natured insults. I 
have always maintained that the most successful flies are those tied 
within sight and sound of the sea.

I have managed to keep my saltwater fly tying materials as simple 
as possible.  My saltwater fly designs, such as the Inhaca Parrot 
and the Toothless Budgie, which evolved after the Dog’s Breakfast, 
incorporate the same materials which means that the fly tying cabinet 
isn’t crammed with scattered thoughts.

However, every once in a while I have to improvise when certain 
stocks run low.  There are two things that cause our Rottweilers to 

evaporate from sight. The first is mention of the word ‘bath’, and the 
second is when I pay too much attention to the wonderful fur in the 
tail of the male – especially with fly tying scissors in hand!

During the early 1980s, when saltwater fly fishing was still in its 
infancy in this country, for a group of us the month of November 
became synonymous with Kosi Bay on the Kwa Zulu Natal coast. 
Each year Jake Alletson, the late Keith Miller and I would be joined 
by Ken Leisegang, Mike Birkett and Andy Coetzee. Many other 
enthusiasts joined us in those early days - Jack Blackman, Dudley 
Dowling, Richard Schumann, Mark Yelland, Garth Batchelor, and Paul 
White, to name a few, with wives and girlfriends joining in at times.

While fishing at Kosi Mouth back in 1987, I was not happy with the 
‘streamer’ flies I had, and decided to raid Jake’s flytying box to design 
a fly that would sink and not ‘surf ’. I decided to weight the fly with 
bead chain.  For the record, Jake had ‘nicked’ a short section of bead 
chain from Barclays Bank in Underberg. He probably ‘nicked’ the pen 
as well.  As a result of a very rude comment made at my first attempt, 
the fly became known as the Dog’s Breakfast.
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the look of a bare hook, and the few wraps of the red thread merely add 
a finishing touch to an otherwise drab section. I have found that Sally 
Hansen’s Hard as Nails nail polish provides a better, more long-lasting 
protection than conventional varnish, which tends to discolour after a 
while. A protective layer is used to coat the shank and ‘nose’ section, with 
a few drops dabbed between the eyes to ensure that they remain in place.  

Make a point of chatting to other anglers when you arrive at your 
destination. I’ve found that most men don’t mind being free with 
information in my case, but as soon as they see me with a fly rod, 
the playing field suddenly changes! As with fly casting, it’s all in the 
timing - quite often fishing secrets flow freely, especially after that 
third ‘Klippies and Coke’!

After Keith drowned in a float-tubing accident, we made one more 
November visit to Kosi Bay. It just wasn’t the same. The dislodged 
Forest Weaver nest he carefully placed back into the tree was – happily 
- very much in use.  I can still hear Keith and Jake thrashing out ideas 
for a fly fishing society which they eventually agreed on naming the 
‘Linecasters Society’. It was customary after returning from the lakes 
to undertake a few chores and catch up on sleep deficit after lunch. 
Then Keith would sidle over to tie flies at our campsite to stock up 
for the evening’s fishing; or was that to stock up on energy with a 
’doorstop’ peanut butter and syrup sandwich! The name ‘Linecasters’ 
says it all – all fly fishers cast a fly line of some sort, but back then 
there was much debate as to whether a foam popper, for example, 
could be considered a fly in the true sense of the word.

I still have the first saltwater fly Keith tied for me. It lives in the 
flytying cabinet. It has no hook - that broke off after I’d landed and 
released a gorgeous Kingie at the Kosi Mouth.

Laurence Davies, writing in the July 2012 issue of The Creel, the 
monthly newsletter of the Fly Fishers Association in Durban says she 
has caught 120 and counting species on fly.

“Her Dog’s Breakfast is without doubt one of the top saltwater flies in 
the country and was included by many saltwater experts in FOSAF’s 
‘Favoured Flies and Select Techniques of the Experts’ series, as one of 
their most popular flies. It is also a very successful tigerfish fly.”

As Laurence points out, two other Maxi Holder patterns have become 
staples in the fly boxes of South African fly fishers, the Inhaca Parrot, 
a mantis shrimp imitation and the Toothless Budgie which mimics 
the Mole Crab.

Conventional epoxies and nail varnish are being superseded by a new 
generation of resins, derived from the dentistry profession, which are 
cleared with UV torches. Clear Cure Goo, Bug Bond and Deer Creek 
Diamond Hard UV resin are among the brands available

A final thought: would the hair from the back of a Springbok not be 
as good as bucktail and make flies like the Dog’s Breakfast even more 
indigenous?

DOG’S BREAKFAST

The Dog’s Breakfast pattern can be adapted to suit several applications, 
from freshwater to offshore fly fishing. The hook size will obviously 
vary for each application but a good quality, chemically sharpened 
hook with a standard shank gives the best result. For estuary and shore 
fishing, I prefer to use the Mustad standard shank in size 1 or 2, and 
up to size 3/0 for offshore. Should you not have chemically sharpened 
hooks, check the hook for sharpness; it should ‘stick’ in the thumbnail. 

Clear ultra-fine monofilament is the tying thread of choice.

The position of the eyes over the hook tip is very important as it is 
believed that predatory fish initially lash out at the eyes of their prey. 
I have always preferred black to silver for the eyes, and before black 
bead chain became available commercially, I had to dip lengths of 
silver bead chain into black enamel paint. Black Koki pen has been 
useful in emergencies, but does not last very long in the salt. I do 
use lead dumbbell eyes on my larger Dog’s Breakfasts for offshore 
use, but prefer using bead chain eyes in conjunction with lead wire 
for extra weight.  The wire is tied in just behind the eyes and under 
the chenille wraps. I find that bead chain ‘wraps’ comfortably over 
the hook shank, unlike the more expensive imported dumbbell eyes 
I’ve used in the past, which tend to be rather narrow and appear to 
‘perch’ on top of the hook shank looking ‘narrow-minded’, somewhat 
reminiscent of a mudskipper.

A good quality bucktail may cost a little more, but is well worth it 
in the long run.  I do prefer using it to the modern synthetic fibres 

because of the action in the water.  A single strand of Pink Cum’s Alive 
Glow-in-the Dark sandwiched between two layers of white bucktail 
contributes a ‘fleshy’ dimension to the bucktail when wet. Don’t be in 
too much of a hurry to discard the bucktail after using up the white 
part, as the brown shades on the upper side are useful for tying darker 
flies. Krystal Flash or Flashabou lends a bit of ‘shine’ to the top of the 
tail and complements the shade of chenille used. Long-fibre chenille 
tied in behind the eyes gives the fly a ‘body’. 

Dog’s Breakfasts tied with pearl or tea-stained chenille may emulate 
baitfish or small squid; pale green, small mantis shrimps; brown 
shades, with barred hackle added to the tail, work extremely well when 
swimming crabs are about; and orange has proven highly successful 
when nothing else would work during an overcast, drizzly day. In a 
nutshell, this fly is not tied to exactly replicate any particular creature; 
it is a ‘representation’ of a number of targeted food species.The pale 
green shade, which I prefer to the bright chartreuse, is achieved by 
dyeing pearl chenille with Lady Dye ‘Lime’. The tea-stained shade is 
easily achieved by dunking pearl chenille into strong black tea and 
checking every now and then for the desired shade. Gently squeeze out 
excess moisture between layers of kitchen paper towel and then hang 
the lengths to dry thoroughly. It goes without saying that whenever I 
do find the long-fibre chenille in a pearl shade, the grocery cupboard 
remains bare for a while.

A single layer of the monofilament thread layered to the hook eye 
is added for no particular reason other than the fact that I don’t like 


